Abstract: The topic of anomaly detection in networks has attracted a lot of attention in recent years, especially with the rise of connected devices and social networks. Anomaly detection spans a wide range of applications, from detecting terrorist cells in counter-terrorism efforts to identifying unexpected mutations during RNA transcription. Fittingly, numerous algorithmic techniques for anomaly detection have been introduced. However, to date, little work has been done to evaluate these algorithms from a statistical perspective. This work is aimed at addressing this gap in the literature by carrying out statistical evaluation of a suite of popular spectral methods for anomaly detection in networks. Our investigation on statistical properties of these algorithms reveals several important and critical shortcomings that we make methodological improvements to address. Further, we carry out a performance evaluation of these algorithms using simulated networks and extend the methods from binary to count networks.
Introduction
A network consists of nodes, which represent individual entities, and relationships between nodes, represented as edges (Bader and Madduri, 2008, Woodall et al., 2017) . Investigators in recent years have demonstrated that many phenomena can be represented as networks (Woodall et al., 2017) . These phenomena can span a multitude of fields such as the power grid (Albert et al., 2004 , Dahan et al., 2017 where nodes represent power stations and edges represent transmission lines, social networks where nodes represent individuals and interactions between individuals depicted as edges (Farahani et al., 2017 , Savage et al., 2014 , or gene sequencing where the nucleotides that make up DNA and RNA during transcription are represented as network motifs (Cer et al., 2011 , Procter et al., 2010 , Raulf-Heimsoth et al., 1998 . Networks are therefore capable of visually and mathematically representing applications in a myriad of fields (Mall et al., 2013 , Woodall et al., 2017 .
For this reason, methods that can be applied to networks to identify abnormalities in these various applications are of significant importance. This is termed the anomaly detection problem where the primary aim is to identify the nodes that are behaving outside of normal conditions (Woodall et al., 2017 , Miller et al., 2015 , Sengupta, 2018 . For example, it is useful to a practitioner to identify over-burdened power plants in a power grid network (Dahan et al., 2017) , for a security agency to identify a clandestine operation such as a terrorist cell in a large social network (Farahani et al., 2017 , Savage et al., 2014 , or to identify a series of abnormal proteins in a gene transcription process (Cer et al., 2012 , Procter et al., 2010 . Anomaly detection tools allow practitioners to detect unusual behavior in a wide variety of fields (Woodall et al., 2017 , Akoglu et al., 2010 , Dahan et al., 2017 . Typically, anomaly detection techniques focus on defining what conditions constitute a normal network and discriminating between anomalous nodes and non-anomalous nodes (Woodall et al., 2017 , Dahan et al., 2017 .
Networks can be static, where we have a single snapshot of the system, or dynamic, where we have network snapshots at several points in time. Anomalies can have different meanings in these two scenarios (Woodall et al., 2017 , Savage et al., 2014 , Ranshous et al., 2015 . In dynamic networks, an anomaly typically corresponds to a group of nodes behaving in a manner that is significantly different from past behavior. The general approach for detecting such anomalies is to extract some features of the network (such as centrality measures, degree distribution, etc.), monitor these features over time, and raise a signal when these observed features cross a specified threshold. A rich class of anomaly detection techniques have been developed for dynamic networks, e.g., density based techniques (Papadimitriou et al., 2003) , clustering based techniques (Wang et al., 2012) , distribution based techniques (Akoglu et al., 2015 (Akoglu et al., ,Šaltenis, 2004 , and scan methods (Priebe et al., 2005) . On the other hand, the goal of anomaly detection in a static network is to detect a subgraph that is significantly different from the overall network (Miller et al., 2015 , Sengupta, 2018 . Some popular approaches include network analysis at the egonet level (Akoglu et al., 2015 , Sengupta, 2018 , spatial autocorrelation (Chawla and Sun, 2006) , and modularity maximization (Newman, 2016 , Sun et al., 2005 , Haveliwala, 2003 . In our paper, we restrict our attention to static networks.
The critical factors to consider in an anomaly detection problem are the order of the network, the size of the anomalous subgraph to be detected, and the types of anomalies that are of interest (Miller et al., 2015 , Dahan et al., 2017 . For example, a small anomalous subgraph is harder to detect than a large anomalous subgraph in the same network (Miller et al., 2015) . Also, the type of anomalous subgraphs to detect will significantly affect the efficacy of the proposed method (Miller et al., 2015) . Anomaly detection techniques that are robust to these critical factors are, therefore, highly sought after by practitioners.
Recently, investigators (Miller et al., 2010a , Singh et al., 2011 ) developed a suite of anomaly detection methods for static networks based on spectral properties (i.e., eigenvalues and eigenvectors) that are robust to these critical factors. In particular, the authors demonstrated the applicability of their methods for detecting different types of anomalous subgraphs that are in some instances smaller than 1% of the network order. In (Miller et al., 2015) three spectral methods were proposed, namely the chi-square algorithm, the L 1 norm algorithm, and the Sparse Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm. Of these, the Sparse PCA method has some significant limitations in its implementation due to its computational complexity and the need to tune parameters. This method requires estimating the sparse matrix of an eigenspace which is an NP hard problem (Miller et al., 2015) .
Any anomaly detection technique consists of computing a network metric (in statistical terms, the test statistic) and comparing its value to a benchmark distribution (in statistical terms, the null distribution) which represents the distribution of the metric in absence of an anomaly. If the value of the metric exceeds a threshold obtained from the benchmark distribution, an anomaly is signaled. There can be two kinds of errors in this process: false alarms that happen when the value of the metric exceeds the threshold although there is no anomaly, and detection failures when the value of the metric is below the threshold in spite of an anomaly. A principled statistical evaluation is therefore critically important to systematically study whether the following three related criteria are satisfied for a wide range of scenarios: first, the network metric should closely follow the benchmark distribution when there is no anomaly; second, the probability of false alarms is low and close to target values; and third, the probability of detection failures is low and close to target values. However, there has been relatively little work in such evaluation of anomaly detection techniques. In this paper we address this gap in the literature by carrying out a systematic statistical evaluation of the spectral methods proposed in Miller et al. (2015) for anomaly detection in static networks. In the interest of space, we restrict our analysis to the chi-square and L 1 algorithms. The Sparse PCA method is not covered due to its implementational issues as reported by Miller et al. (2015) .
In Miller et al. (2015) , the only case that is explored for both the chi-square and L 1 algorithms is a binary network with 4096 vertices and average degree of twelve. However, it is possible that the algorithms perform differently when the network order or sparsity of the network changes. Hence, in our paper we evaluate the performance of these algorithms for various network order and average degree combinations to provide practitioners with insights on how the algorithms perform under various conditions. Also, in Miller et al. (2015) , there is little discussion on establishing a signaling threshold. This task is also very important if these algorithms are to be implemented, and we address this issue comprehensively in our paper. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of these algorithms when applied to count networks, an area not explored in Miller et al. (2015) or by other investigators. Our main contributions are summarized below:
• We evaluate the chi-square algorithm and L 1 norm algorithm, and identify critical shortcomings pertaining to their statistical properties as well as implementability.
• We introduce methodological improvements to both algorithms. Specifically we provide more practical and appropriate signaling and detection schemes for both algorithms.
• We extend the algorithms to count networks.
To keep our evaluation fair and consistent with Miller et al. (2015) , we consider unlabeled static networks generated from the three models used in Miller et al. (2015) . Additionally, simulations rather than case studies are used in our paper to evaluate the methods. With simulations, anomalies can be introduced in a controlled manner and the ability to detect particular types of anomalies can be tested (Woodall et al., 2017 , Savage et al., 2014 , Azarnoush et al., 2016 .
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the mathematical formulations used in defining the spectral properties of the networks. In section 3, we describe the chi-square algorithm and carry out a systematic statistical evaluation including some recommendations and methodological improvements. We evaluate the L 1 norm algorithm similarly in section 4. We report the performance comparisons of the algorithms for binary networks in section 5. In section 6, we introduce the application of both algorithms to count networks. In section 7 we conclude by discussing key points and outlining future research directions. In addition, there are supplementary materials found in the supplementary document that contain additional figures and tables from our multiple simulation comparisons.
Model Setup
In this section, we discuss the formulation of the residual matrix that is used in the ensuing algorithms. We also describe the formulation of the three network models along with the spectral properties of their residual matrices (Miller et al., 2015) .
Mathematical Definitions
A network G = (V, E) is composed of a set of vertices, V , and a set of edges, E. A subgraph of such a network is a smaller network G s = (V s , E s ) such that all vertices and edges of the subgraph belong to the original network, i.e., V s ⊂ V, E s ⊂ E. The number of vertices and edges in a network graph G are denoted by n and M respectively, i.e., n = |V |, M = |E|. A network can also be represented as an n × n adjacency matrix denoted by A, where A ij is the number of edges between vertices i and j, for i, j = 1, . . . , n.
For binary networks, A ij can be 0 or 1 and we assume A ij ∼ Bernoulli(p ij ). For count networks, A ij can be any non-negative integer and we assume A ij ∼ P oisson(λ ij ). Using the same terminology as Miller et al. (2015) , the residual matrix of the observed adjacency matrix A is
where E[A] is the expectation of A. The i th and j th elements of the matrix E[A] is p ij for binary networks and λ ij for count networks.
Both methods studied in our paper use the spectral structure of the residual matrix B for anomaly detection. The spectral structure of a square matrix refers to its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Note that the residual matrix B is a square matrix with n rows and n columns, and therefore, it can be factorized as
where U is an n-by-n matrix whose i th column is the i th eigenvector of B, and Λ is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the corresponding eigenvalues. This factorization, known as eigendecomposition, is a foundational technique for statistical methods based on dimension reduction. The spectral structure of networks has been widely used in the network literature for developing analytical methods, some such methodological papers are Singh et al. (2011 ), Miller et al. (2010a , Rohe et al. (2011), Qin and Rohe (2013) , Mall et al. (2013) , Sengupta and Chen (2015) , Lei and Rinaldo (2015) , and Miller et al. (2015) .
Network models
In Miller et al. (2015) , three types of network models with varying complexities are introduced. The models are the Erdös-Rényi model, the R-MAT model, and the Chung-Lu model. Figure 1 is a visualization of adjacency matrices generated from the three models. Their formulations are described below.
Erdös-Rényi (ER) networks are simple networks that are generated given only a single parameter, the background probability p ij = p 0 ∀i, j or λ ij = λ 0 ∀i, j (Erdos and Rényi, 1960 , Miller et al., 2015 , Chung et al., 2003 . Under this model, E[A] is p 0 * 1 · 1 for binary networks and λ 0 * 1 · 1 for count networks.
The Recursive MATrix (R-MAT) model, introduced by Chakrabarti et al. (2004) , is different from other network generation models in one important aspect -we specify the number of edges, M , to assign to the network and then generate the network (Chakrabarti et al., 2004 , Miller et al., 2015 . To assign these pre-specified number of edges, M , we start with an empty n × n adjacency matrix. Next we set edge assignment probabilities a, b, c, d such that a > d > c = b and a + b + c + d = 1. For illustration, suppose we have an empty 2 × 2 adjacency matrix and a single edge to assign, then the edge will be assigned to one of the four cells according to the the probability matrix a b c d .
In general, for a given empty adjacency matrix A of size n × n, we subdivide the matrix into four partitions and randomly choose to assign the first edge to one of the partitions according to the above probability matrix. Once the edge is designated to a partition, we subdivide that particular partition again into four sub-partitions and choose to assign that edge to one of the subdivisions based on the same probability matrix. This process is repeated iteratively until the edge ends up in a cell A ij of the adjacency matrix. Since our network is undirected, the process is repeated for M/2 iterations to assign the M edges to the adjacency matrix. Once cell A ij receives an edge, cell A ji also receives the edge. As we allow for self loops as in Miller et al. (2015) , an edge can end up in a cell A ii . Note that n must be a power of 4 for the R-MAT model. In Miller et al. (2015) , the authors argued that since it is difficult to calculate E[A] under the R-MAT model, it is better to use a "rank-1 approximation" such that
where k = (k 1 , . . . , k n ) is the vector of observed degrees, and M = 1 2 k i . We use the same approach in our paper for the sake of consistency.
Under the Chung Lu model (Chung et al., 2003) ,
where k 1 , . . . , k n are expected degrees, i.e., popular nodes are more likely to interact with each other. Following Miller et al. (2015) , in our paper the vector (k 1 , . . . , k n ) in the Chung-Lu model for the binary case is set to be the observed degrees from the R-MAT randomly generated networks. The use of the Chung-Lu model for the count network case is explained in section 6. The dots represent 1's, and whitespace corresponds to 0. Note the difference between network structures, which makes it challenging to develop a method that can detect an embedded anomalous subgraph (e.g., a small clique) equally well for the three networks.
Statistical evaluation of the chi-square algorithm
In this section, we perform statistical evaluations of the chi-square algorithm by comparing the simulated test statistics to the chi-square distribution which is the implied distribution from Miller et al. (2015) and Miller et al. (2010b) . We also introduce some methodological improvements that will be useful to a practitioner implementing this algorithm.
Chi-square algorithm methodology
For networks with no anomalies, empirical observations show that the first two principal components of the residual matrix, B, are radially symmetric. The chi-square algorithm relies on this radial symmetry of the first two principal components to detect anomalies. One uses the number of points in each quadrant when plotting the first two principal components to calculate the detection statistic. For illustration, the left panel of Figure 2 shows the first two principal components for a 1024-node ER network with no anomaly, whereas the right panel is with a 15 node clique embedded into the 1024-node ER network. Note that the first two principal components are the eigenvectors corresponding to the two largest eigenvalues. From Table 1 we observe that without an anomaly, the 1024 points are roughly uniformly distributed in the four quadrants, whereas in the anomalous case there is a substantially larger number of points in the fourth quadrant. For the chi-square algorithm, the first step involves obtaining the residual matrix of the network as described in Equation (1). Then we obtain the two eigenvectors, X 1 and X 2 corresponding to the two largest eigenvalues of B and plot these orthogonal eigenvectors on a Cartesian coordinate system. Next we compute a 2 × 2 contingency table where each cell of the table is the number of points that fall in a particular quadrant. The 2 × 2 contingency table is a matrix O with elements O pq . We compute the expected number of points in each cell of the table assuming independence, yielding
The chi-square statistic is then
Because the non-anomalous case is assumed to yield points that are radially symmetric, rotating the Cartesian plane should have no effect. An anomaly could project the points in a certain direction, so the Cartesian plane is rotated to maximize the detection statistic, i.e.,
An anomaly is signaled if χ 2 max is unusually large compared to the benchmark distribution. In Miller et al. (2015) or Miller et al. (2010b) , the authors do not explicitly mention the parameters used in the benchmark distribution. Two main concerns have to be addressed when implementing the chi-square statistic method in practice:
• What is the appropriate cut-off value K such that the algorithm signals when χ 2 max > K?
• Counting the number of points in each quadrant has some limitations such as accounting for points that lie on an axis or at the origin.
Counting of vertices in each quadrant to calculate a detection statistic has some limitations to be explored in section 3.4. Furthermore, Miller et al. (2015) implied that the detection statistic follows the chi-square distribution for all network order and background probability combinations. This implies that the detection statistic is (a) independent of the network order and, (b) independent of the background probabilities. Also a signaling value, K, is not specified although this is a critical component for detecting an anomaly. A practitioner applying the algorithm would need to know at what threshold the method signals the presence of an anomaly. In the following sections we will investigate these concerns.
Evaluating statistical properties of chi-square algorithm when there is no anomaly
The success of an anomaly detection method depends on the following three criteria:
1. When there is no anomaly, the statistic should follow the benchmark distribution.
2. When there is no anomaly, false alarm rates should stay close to target values.
3. In the presence of an anomaly, the algorithm should signal with a high probability.
We focus on networks without an anomaly and carry out a systematic investigation of the first two criteria. For criterion 1, histograms and Q-Q plots are used as visual tools for comparing the empirical distributions of the detection statistics with the theoretical distributions. Further, note that a signal is raised when the statistic exceeds some predetermined upper quantile of the theoretical distribution. Therefore, for criterion 2 to hold, upper quantiles of the empirical distribution should closely match upper quantiles of the theoretical distribution. To study this, we specifically compare the upper quantiles (95% -99%) of the empirical distribution with those of the theoretical distribution. Miller et al. (2015) reported results only for networks with n = 4096 nodes. We found, however, that the performance of the anomaly detection methods can vary with the order of the network, the sparsity of the network, as well as the size and nature of the anomaly. To reflect a wide variety of possible scenarios, we consider a broad range of networks, with n = 128, 256, 512, 1024 and also background probabilities, p 0 = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3 for the ER model. For the R-MAT model, we use M = n(n − 1)p 0 for the (n, p 0 ) combinations to generate networks with same order and density as the ER networks, but with edges assigned as per the R-MAT model. The base edge assignment matrix has the probability values; a = 0.5, b = 0.125, c = 0.125, d = 0.25. For the Chung-Lu model, for each (n, p 0 ) combination, we generate a single network from the R-MAT model and use the observed degrees k = (k 1 , . . . , k n ) as model parameters for the Chung-Lu model. This approach for the three models is consistent with Miller et al. (2015) . For brevity, we report a subset of the results in this section. Additional figures and tables are in the supplementary materials and show similar patterns.
Comparing the test statistic to the chi-square distribution
In Miller et al. (2010b) , the chi-square algorithm detection statistics is said to follow the gamma distribution with shape parameter 2. The authors base this from empirical observations from 10,000 simulations for both the Erdös-Rényi and R-MAT model. The gamma distribution with shape parameter 2 is the chi-square distribution although the degrees of freedom, another parameter that is needed to generate the appropriate chi-square distribution, is not explicitly mentioned in either Miller et al. (2010b) or Miller et al. (2015) . It is implied in Miller et al. (2010b) that estimating this second parameter is dependent on the baseline model. Furthermore, these empirical observations were based on one network order, n = 1024. However, this makes the chi-square algorithm proposed in Miller et al. (2010b) and Miller et al. (2015) impractical to a practitioner who intends to apply the algorithm to a static network. It is unclear if the detection statistic distribution depends on the network order, network model, or other attributes of the network. It is preferable, particularly when the intent is to apply the algorithm to a static network with no apriori information, that the detection algorithm has a baseline distribution that does not depend on the baseline network. To strengthen our claim, we use a χ 2 with df = 1 in our paper as empirical observations show this is a good fit for the R-MAT model. We show in our statistical analysis to follow that the chi-square algorithm performance is inconsistent when applied to different network orders, network model, and network connectivities. Selected results are shown in Figure 3 and Table 2 ; results from the other scenarios we explored are available in the supplementary material. For the ER and Chung-Lu models, we see that for all the network order combinations, histograms and Q-Q plots demonstrate that the algorithm statistic does not follow the chi-square distribution. In general, statistics based on the R-MAT model follow the chi-square distribution much better than for the ER and Chung-Lu models.
From Table 2 , it is further evident that the higher empirical quantiles do not match the theoretical χ 2 quantiles in most cases. The chi-square algorithm detection statistic is dependent on both the network order and background probability. In particular, sparse networks, p 0 < 0.05, have empirical quantiles much higher than the theoretical values. This again emphasizes our observation that the chi-square detection statistic does not follow the chi-square distribution and a detection value K based on the chi-square theoretical distribution will yield unpredictable results. This is critical to a practitioner as setting the signaling threshold is dependent on the background connectivity of the observed network. Some recommendations for improving its performance is devising a better way to assign points to each quadrant, particularly for sparse networks. This improvement will be explored in section 3.4. 
Improving the chi-square algorithm
One of the noticeable concerns with the chi-square algorithm proposed in Miller et al. (2015) is its poor performance with sparse networks. We observed in Table 2 that the chi-square algorithm can yield very high statistic values for sparse networks. We note that sparse graphs are likely to be disconnected, which might be a possible reason for this phenomenon. For p 0 < 0.05, the detection statistic quantiles are about an order of magnitude larger than the theoretical values. We hypothesize that this is due to how points are assigned to a quadrant. In sparse networks, the first two principal components of the residual matrix have a higher proportion of values close to zero. So when plotted, although radial symmetry is maintained, a significant number of points end up near or on the origin. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate this phenomena. In these figures, some points are in fact on the origin but due to the computational limitations of some spectral decomposition calculations these values are actually approximations. One result of this is an abundance of points that end up in one particular quadrant. Hence, when assigning points to the 2 × 2 table as the algorithm requires, there is a tendency for a particular quadrant to be over-represented. As an example of how the quadrant count is affected, Table 3 and Table 4 show the results when the graph is sparse versus when it is more connected. In Table 3 Q4 is over-represented and in Table 4 Q3 is over-represented for the sparse network. Therefore a methodology is needed to account for points that end up on the origin or one of the axes. Note that there are no anomalies present in either of the examples below.
It should be noted that this behavior is network order dependent. That is, for the same background connectivity value, the plot of the first two principal components of a larger network tends to be relatively more compact as compared to a smaller network. We observe this in Figures 4 and 5. To verify this, we ran multiple simulations with no anomalies present and observed that the distance of points from the origin is inversely proportional to . Also, we observed that this distance, D, is also inversely proportional to the square root of the connectivity of the graph,
. This relationship is relatively weak, however, when compared to the effect network order has on the average distance of a point from the origin.
This implies that we can improve the performance of the chi-square statistic by allocating points that are close to the origin equally to all four quadrants. We can do this by specifying that points that are within a certain distance D 0 from the origin should be approximately equally distributed to all four quadrants. This distance D 0 should be adjusted to compensate for the order of the network. In our improvement, we specify D 0 based on calculating the distances of every point from the origin. Using the relationship that D = k √ n , the best performing k value that was observed through simulation results was k = 0.35. This was the k value that worked for the Erdös-Rényi, R-MAT, and Chung-Lu models. This approach also resolves one of the concerns with points lying on an axis. Figures 4 and 5 and empirical observations showed that points a significant distance away from the origin rarely lie on one of the axes.
The top rows of Table 5 shows the simulation results for χ 2 percentiles for both the Erdös-Rényi, R-MAT, and Chung-Lu models with no improvements made to the detection statistic. The bottom rows of Table 5 show the simulation results for both the Erdös-Rényi, R-MAT, and Chung-Lu models with our improved methodology. It is observed that for the improved version, the behavior of having significantly higher detection statistics than expected from the theoretical distribution is limited. This is most apparent for the R-MAT and Chung-Lu models. Overall, our modifications to the algorithm improve its performance substantially. In Table 5 , we used k = 0.35 in the formula D = k √ n . Since this value of k was obtained from our simulations, it is important to investigate to what extent the improved method depends on the value of the tuning parameter, k. To study this, we carried out a sensitivity analysis using k = 01, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1 and the same model settings as above. The results are reported in Table 6 . We can see that for smaller values of k, e.g., k = 0.1, the ER model performs poorly, particularly for smaller networks. For all other values of k, the improvements gained from assigning points equally to all quadrants are comparable to using k = 0.35. Therefore, in networks with no anomaly, the gain in performance from our proposed improvement is robust to values of k in the range (0.2, 1). 3.5 Comparing performance of chi-square algorithm for both cases, no improvement and improvement added
We investigated the performance of both cases with respect to false alarm rates, i.e., falsely signaling an anomaly when there is no anomaly, and detection rates, i.e., correctly signaling an anomaly when there is an anomaly. We consider two evaluation metrics in this section.
1. False alarm rate (FAR) is P [signal | no anomaly], i.e., the proportion of cases where no anomaly is present, but the detection rule incorrectly signals an anomaly. 2. Detection rate (DR) is P [signal | anomaly], i.e., the proportion of cases where anomaly is present, and the detection rule correctly signals an anomaly.
We have
where the confusion matrix for calculating the detection rate (DR) and false alarm rate (FAR) is shown in Table 7 . As before, we carried out a systematic study using a broad range of simulation settings with the three network models. We considered network orders n = 128, 256, 512, 1024. For n = 128, the background connectivity was chosen to be p 0 = 0.05 for other network orders, p 0 = 0.01. Selecting a higher background connectivity of p 0 = 0.05 for the network of order n = 128 ensures that the majority of the nodes are indeed connected. If p 0 = 0.01, then the average degree of the network would be 1.28 which would result in a network with isolated nodes. For n = 128 and n = 256, we randomly embedded cliques of size 3%, 4%, 5%, and 6% of the network order. For n = 512 and 1024 network orders, we randomly embedded cliques of size 1%, 2%, 3%, and 4% of the network order. For brevity, only the results for n = 512 are shown in this section as the other network orders led to similar results. Each detection and false alarm rate estimation was performed for the case where α = 0.05, i.e., target FAR is 5%. We ran 500 simulations for each parameter combination of which 250 were with the anomaly and 250 were without the anomaly. We compared the performance of the chi-square algorithm with the revised algorithm. Table 8 shows that the improved chi-square algorithm retains the same detection power while significantly reducing the false alarm rates. This is most apparent with the R-MAT and Chung-Lu models. The false alarm rates are still much too high, however, so we recommend our modification of the L 1 norm algorithm instead in section 4.
Eigenvector L 1 norm algorithm methodology
The L 1 norm of a vector X = (x 1 , x 2 ,..., x n ) is defined as In Miller et al. (2010a) and (Miller et al., 2015) , the authors proposed an anomaly detection technique based on L 1 norms of eigenvectors of the residual matrix B. Let X 1 , . . . , X m be the orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to the m largest eigenvalues of B. Heuristically, when an anomaly is present, for some k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, the elements of the vector X k that correspond to anomalous nodes will have absolute values that are significantly larger than other elements of the vector X k . Let X k = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). Since the eigenvector is orthonormal, n i=1 x 2 i = 1 needs to be satisfied. In the presence of an anomaly, only a small portion of the elements, say {x 1 , . . . , x s } (where s is much smaller than n), have larger values such that s i=1 x 2 i ≈ 1, whereas in the absence of an anomaly, {x 1 , . . . , x n } have approximately equal values (up to random variation). Therefore, the L 1 norm of X k will be significantly smaller when there is an anomaly, compared to when there is no anomaly. Consequently, an anomaly can be 
where |X X X k | 1 is the L 1 norm of the k th eigenvector, µ k and σ k are the mean and standard deviation of |X X X k | 1 when there is no anomaly, and m is the number of eigenvalues used for anomaly detection. Large values of L indicate the presence of an anomaly.
Three issues present themselves immediately from the formulation. First, the statistic needs to be standardized using the parameters µ k , k = 1, . . . , m and σ k , k = 1, . . . , m. Miller et al. (2015) proposed to estimate these parameters from historical networks where no anomaly is present. For each historical network observation of size n, where no anomaly is present, its residual matrix as in Equation (1) is first calculated. Then for each residual matrix, an arbitrary set number of m largest eigenvalues, where m ≤ n, are sorted in decreasing order and the L 1 norms of the corresponding eigenvectors calculated. That is, an L 1 norm value is calculated for each eigenvector X k where k = 1,2,...,m and the corresponding eigenvalues, ξ 1 ≥ ξ 2 ,... ≥ ξ m . Then the mean of the historically observed L 1 norms for each of the eigenvectors X k 's is estimated, yieldingμ k where k = 1,2,...,m along with their standard deviationsσ k . When a new graph is observed, its m largest eigenvalues are extracted in decreasing order and their corresponding eigenvector L 1 norms calculated.
However, for a static network for which this method is intended, there are no historical networks available, as the only data are from a single snapshot of a network and it is not known whether there is an anomaly in that data. Therefore a critical shortcoming of this method as formulated in Miller et al. (2015) is that it cannot be used for static networks. In section 5 we propose a solution to this issue by using results from Extreme Value Theorem.
Second, the choice of m is not clear, one could use all eigenvectors, i.e., m = n, or a smaller number m < n. (Miller et al., 2015) makes some recommendations, but the implications are not rigorously tested. In sections 4 and 5, we carry out analyses involving the various choices of m to resolve this issue.
Third, in practice one needs a benchmark distribution to decide whether the value of the statistic is large enough to signal an anomaly. The authors suggest using the Gumbel distribution, but it is not fully clear why this is the benchmark distribution. Further, even if one accepts the use of the Gumbel distribution, the authors do not specify what parameters should be used for the Gumbel distribution. We propose two options for estimating the parameters, as outlined below.
The Gumbel distribution is defined by two parameters, the location parameter a m and the scaling parameter b m (Nadarajah and Kotz, 2004) . Given that the eigenvectors of the residual matrix follow a standard normal distribution, as we assume in our case, the parameters a m and b m can be calculated from the Extreme Value Theorem using
where Φ is the cumulative density function of the standard normal distribution and m is the number of random variables from which the extrema is derived. In our case, m is the number of eigenvectors used for anomaly detection. The parameters a m and b m can also be estimated using the Method of Moments (MOM) estimators which requires using historical data. In this case,
where h is the number of historical networks, L i is the L 1 norm detection statistic for network(i), γ ≈ 0.57722, S is the standard deviation of the L 1 norm detection statistics from the h historical observations. In subsequent sections we study the performance of the method using both the MOM estimators and the Extreme Value Theorem estimators.
Algorithm 2: L 1 norm algorithm Input: Observed network Output: Alert for any anomalous subgraph detected 1 Obtainμ k andσ k from historical networks; 2 Standardize observed network L 1 norms for each eigenvector with correspondingμ k andσ k ; 3 Calculate location parameter a m and scaling parameter b m ; 4 Transform standardized observed L 1 norms to standard Gumbel distribution using parameters a m and b m ; 5 Signal if observed network detection statistic for a given eigenvector crosses a specified threshold, L i > K;
The three issues we have identified can significantly impact a practitioner's ability to implement the algorithm as will be demonstrated in sections 4 and 5. These are also limitations not stated explicitly in Miller et al. (2015) as the authors claimed the algorithm is applicable to a static observed network with no apriori information. Also, a criteria for signaling is not explicitly presented in Miller et al. (2015) . In following sections we further elaborate on possible signal detection thresholds and the resulting relative performance.
Statistical Properties of Eigenvector L 1 norm algorithm
In Miller et al. (2015) , the detection statistic from the L 1 norm algorithm is stated to follow a Gumbel distribution. This distribution depends on two parameters, the location and scaling parameters a m and b m , respectively. These parameters need to be estimated in order to standardize the observed detection statistic. Furthermore, the effect of the number of eigenvectors, m, on the detection statistic result is not discussed in Miller et al. (2015) . An arbitrary value, m = 100, is used without a discussion or validation of the approach. In this section, we will compare two different estimation techniques for a m and b m where in one case we use the Method of Moments estimator (MOM) based on historical data to estimate these parameters as in Equation (8) and in the second case we use the Extreme Value Theorem approach in Equation (7). We also studied the effect of the arbitrarily set value of m on the non-anomalous behavior of the L 1 norm statistic, by setting m < n in one case and m = n in another. If the algorithm statistic follows the Gumbel distribution, then we should expect better performance when m = n as the (a m , b m ) estimates should be more accurate with a larger sample size. We also used the same range of simulation settings and evaluation metrics as we did for the chi-square algorithm in section 3.
4.1.1 Estimating a m and b m using historical data and setting m < n First, we consider the m < n case by setting m = 30 for n = 128 and n = 256, and m = 50 for n = 512 and n = 1024. We use the MOM estimator as in Equation (7) to estimate a m and b m using historical data. This involves first generating 1000 random networks as historical data to estimate µ k , σ k for k = 1, . . . , m. We used a very large number of historical networks in order to obtain a bound on the performance of the method in practice. The results are shown in Figure 6 . For the Erdös-Rényi model, the empirical distribution is similar to the theoretical Gumbel distribution, although they are dissimilar at the higher quantiles. The same observation is noted in the plot comparisons for the R-MAT model. Deviations at the higher quantiles reduces the usefulness of the algorithm to a practitioner because it makes setting an effective signaling threshold more difficult. Interestingly, the Chung-Lu model leads to the worst performance. Although the model in our paper is based on a rank-1 approximation of the R-MAT model to generate its probability matrix, there seems to be little similarity in the results for the Chung-Lu model in comparison to the R-MAT model. Table 9 also corroborates our conclusions for this case. Empirical quantiles for the Chung-Lu model are very different from the theoretical quantiles particularly for large, sparse networks, which in our example is when n = 1024 and p 0 = 0.01.
Estimating a m and b m using the Extreme Value Theorem and setting m < n
Next, we keep m < n and employ the Extreme Value Theorem to estimate a m and b m . The observations from Figure 7 and Table 10 are broadly similar to the MOM results. As before, results for the Chung-Lu model are substantially worse than for the other two models. However, the errors are generally higher than using MOM, which is expected since the MOM is based on 1000 historical networks. For example in Table 10 , the Erdös-Rényi, R-MAT and Chung-Lu columns corresponding to the 99% quantile simulation results have wider ranges (2.56, 6.57, and 11.83) in comparison to Table 9 . For a static network there are no historical data available, so the Extreme Value method can be implemented in applications.
4.1.3 Estimating a m and b m using historical data and setting m = n We now use m = n with historical data (using MOM estimator) to investigate the impact of changing m. Results are given in Figure 8 and Table 11 . Only the ER model yields a distribution similar to the theoretical Gumbel distribution, and the results are generally substantially worse than using m < n. This implies that the performance of the L 1 method depends on the type of network model and the number of eigenvectors used. It is surprising that using more data (m = n rather than m < n) leads to worse performance, since a higher value of m should lead to better fit to the asymptotic Gumbel distribution. This indicates that in contrast to the assumption in Miller et al. (2015) , the null distribution of the L 1 statistic is not actually Gumbel.
Estimating a m and b m using the Extreme Value Theorem and setting m = n
Finally, we consider m = n in conjunction with estimators using Extreme Value Theorem. We note that for the Erdös-Rényi and R-MAT models, the results are similar as seen in Figure 9 . Both histograms and Q-Q plots are similar although when compared to the case when m < n using the Extreme Value theorem, these statistic values are generally lower. The Chung-Lu model results are similar to when m < n as illustrated in Figure 9 and Table  12 .
Summary of results for the L 1 norm algorithm
The results of a broad range of simulation settings were reported in this section. It is apparent that the network model, the order of the network and its background connectivity affect the performance of the L 1 norm algorithm. Also, the approach for estimating the parameters has a significant effect on the performance of the algorithms. Using the MOM estimator as compared to using the Extreme Value Theorem for estimating parameters (a m , b m ) affected performance of the algorithm, particularly for the Chung-Lu Model. When using the Extreme Value Theorem, it is expected that the detection statistic should approach the Gumbel distribution as the number of the eigenvectors increases, but we observe the opposite. We showed that the distribution of the detection statistic does not follow the Gumbel distribution with particularly large deviations at the higher quantiles. None of the proposed methods worked well for all models investigated.
A possible explanation for the L 1 norm technique performing worse with more eigenvectors in the m = n case is sparsity. Sparse networks are likely to be disconnected, leading to one or more small eigenvalues. The eigenvectors associated with these small eigenvalues are likely to be very unstructured, leading to high variability and non-normality.
Improving the L 1 norm algorithm
As mentioned in previous sections, two main concerns arise when implementing the L 1 norm algorithm: 2. The number of eigenvectors, m, to use from the eigenspace.
In Miller et al. (2015) , there is no discussion on how the Gumbel distribution parameters, a m and b m , as well as the detection statistic parameters, mean µ k and standard deviation σ k , should be estimated, especially as historical data are needed. However, we proposed estimating the location and scaling parameter, a m and b m , using the Extreme Value Theorem as it does not require historical data. To estimate the detection statistic parameters, µ k and σ k , we developed an approach that only requires the current static network. The L 1 norm proposed by Miller et al. (2015) is
where µ k and σ k are the mean and standard deviation of the k th eigenvector of the residual matrix, estimated using historical data with no anomalies. Again, the implementation of this algorithm is impractical for most static networks since historical data are needed. To overcome this issue, we analyze how this statistic performs if |X k | 1 is standardized using only the m eigenvectors of the current network. We studied three different standardization approaches as follows. The constants k 1 and k 2 follow from the relation between standard deviation, interquartile range, and mean absolute deviation of the normal distribution.
1. Using mean and standard deviation of (m) L 1 norms of the adjacency matrix:
2. Using median and IQR (Inter Quartile Range) of (m) L 1 norms of the adjacency matrix:
where M is the median of m L 1 norms for the current network, and k 1 = 1.3489, assuming that the eigenvectors of the residual matrix follow a normal distribution.
3. Using median and mad (median absolute deviation) of m L 1 norms of the adjacency matrix:
where M is the median of m L 1 norms for the current network, and k 2 = 0.67449, assuming that the L 1 norms of the eigenvectors follow a normal distribution.
Using the median and IQR performed the best. This is because, if an anomalous subgraph is present, the median, M , and interquartile range IQR, will not be affected which makes this approach appropriate for standardizing the detection statistic. Also, as in previous explorations, see Table 10 and Table 12 , selecting m < n also worked the best. In particular, using an m between 30 to 50 provides the best results in most of the network combinations we explored where m = 30 applies to smaller networks (n < 257) and m = 50 is suggested for larger networks (1025 > n > 257). Finally, we see that approximating the L 1 norm statistic using the eigenvectors of a single network performs sufficiently well. Quantiles corresponding to the best performing methodology, i.e., using the median and IQR, are shown in Figure 10 and Table 13 below. We have provided a comprehensive review of our simulation results as well as detection and false alarm rate performance for all three alternatives in the supplementary material. 
Evaluating algorithm performance
In this section, we evaluate both algorithms proposed by Miller et al. (2015) for the case when an anomaly is present and for different network orders and background connectivity. Following the discussion on the L 1 norm algorithm in Section 4, we note that the use of historical data, as suggested in Miller et al. (2015) is not a feasible option for static networks. Therefore, we do not consider the MOM estimator, and focus on the m < n and m = n cases using the Extreme Value Theorem estimators for standardization. Thus, we focus on three anomaly detection methods for performance evaluation -the χ 2 algorithm, the L 1 Table 13 : (L 1 norm, m < n, Median and IQR) 10,000 in-control simulations are run and the results compared to the theoretical Gumbel distribution when m = 30 for n = 128 and n = 256, and m = 50 for n = 512 and n = 1024. norm algorithm with m < n, and the L 1 norm algorithm with m = n. Table 14 illustrates our results. For the chi-square algorithm, in all the cases explored, the false alarm rate from using the chi-square distribution is significantly higher than the expected false alarm rate of 0.05. Although the detection rate is high, having significantly higher false alarm rates than expected results in an algorithm that is impractical to implement in practice. This again highlights that the chi-square distribution does not provide the appropriate detection threshold for use in anomaly detection. Instead, some method for improving the algorithm is needed. We observe the same scenario for the R-MAT model in Table 14 . For the χ 2 value of 3.84 corresponding to the 95% theoretical chi-square percentile with df = 1, the false alarm rates are inconsistent for different network order and background probability combinations. This emphasizes again that the algorithm statistic detection threshold selected is dependent on the network model being investigated. This is also true for the Chung-Lu model as shown in Table 14 . That is, the chi-square detection value for α = 0.05 produces a false alarm rate (FAR) that exceeds the desired FAR rate of 5% in all cases.
On the other hand, the L 1 norm algorithm performs much better with respect to detection and false alarm rates. For all networks observed, the L 1 norm algorithm has false alarm rates that are relatively close to the desired false alarm rate. Furthermore, the detection rates are relatively high for all network orders and connectivities investigated.
Applying anomaly detection algorithms to count networks
Often the main interest for monitoring social networks is to study the change of the communication level among the entities in a network or sub-network. This communication level can be represented as the number of communications between two entities i and j which is usually modeled by a Poisson distribution or some variant (Woodall et al., 2017) . We refer to these networks as count networks. Social network communications and transportation algorithm, L 1 norm using Extreme Value Theorem and m < n, L 1 norm using Extreme Value Theorem and m = n. Background probability is p 0 = 0.01 and foreground probability, with clique present, is p 1 = 1. We performed 500 simulations for each network order and connectivity combination with an anomalous subgraph randomly embedded in 250 of 500 simulations. 95 th percentile was used for signaling threshold networks are some examples of count networks.
In this section, we study the behavior and performance of the spectral methods proposed by Miller et al. (2015) in count networks and evaluate their performance for detecting anomalies. For binary networks, these anomalies had the form of cliques or bipartite subgraphs. In count networks, anomalies can be presented as a small sub-networks with a greater propensity to connect with respect to the rest of the network. By studying the level of communications between the different entities, we can identify unexpected relationships among some of the nodes of the network.
For count networks, A ij is the number of edges between vertices i and j, for i, j = 1, . . . , n and we assume A ij ∼ P oisson(λ ij ) under some network model. As in the binary case, the algorithms applied here use the spectral structure of the residual matrix B = A − E[A] to detect any anomaly in the network. In Miller et al. (2015) , the Erdös-Rényi (ER) model, the R-MAT model, and the Chung-Lu model were used. The results presented in this section are based on the ER and Chung-Lu models, since the R-MAT model has only been applied to binary networks.
Network models
As seen in the binary case, the networks under the Erdös-Rényi model are generated by a single parameter. In count networks, to generate the entries of the adjacency matrix we use λ ij = λ 0 ∀i, j, and hence E[A] is λ 0 * 1 · 1 .
The Chung-Lu model is a more realistic random graph model that has been proven to describe well the behavior of social networks (Aiello et al., 2001 ). This model is specified by a degree sequence that satisfies a power law. In count networks, to generate the expected degree sequence k 1 , k 2 , . . . k n of the background graph, we assume k i ∼ P areto(η, θ) for i = 1, ...n, where η and θ are the location and shape parameters of the Pareto distribution respectively. Under the Chung-Lu model, we use λ ij = ck i k j where c is a constant, and
Evaluating statistical properties of the algorithms in count networks when there is no anomaly
When conducting an anomaly detection method, we need to investigate the three criteria that were outlined in Section 3.2. In this section we investigate the first two criteria for count networks: When there is no anomaly, a) the statistic should follow the benchmark distribution, and b) false alarm rates should stay close to target values. Through simulations, we first evaluate the behavior of the statistic by comparing the empirical distribution of the statistic and the theoretical distribution. We do this visually by using histograms and Q-Q plots. Then, we study if the upper quantiles for the empirical distribution of the statistic are close to the upper quantiles of the theoretical (or benchmark) distribution. We analyzed different scenarios considering network order of n = 128, 256, 512, 1024 and different network connectivity. For the ER model, we considered λ 0 = 0.2, 1, 3, and for the Chung-Lu model we used different values of the location parameter η = 0.133, 0.333, 1 and one value of the shape parameter θ = 1.2 for the Pareto distribution. We report here results from just a few of those scenarios. The others are part of the supplementary material and the observations are similar to those shown here.
Statistical properties of the chi-square algorithm
Similar to the binary networks, we compared the empirical distribution of the chi-square statistic from count networks with the theoretical χ 2 1 distribution. Figure 11 and Table 15 show the results for some of the explored scenarios.
For the ER model, we observe that the simulated chi-square statistic quantiles are close to the theoretical quantiles of the chi-square distribution with df = 1. However, in general it is clear that this statistic does not follow the chi-square distribution. Table 15 shows that the empirical chi-square quantiles can be much higher than the theoretical χ 2 1 quantiles. It is evident that the chi-square algorithm depends on both the network order and the background connectivity. For each scenario, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test was performed to see how well the empirical values follow a χ 2 1 distribution. In all cases, we rejected the hypothesis that they follow such distribution. Based on these results, we do not recommend its use for anomaly detection in count networks. 6.4 Statistical properties of the L 1 norm algorithm
According to Miller et al. (2015) , when there is no anomaly present, the L 1 norm follows a Gumbel distribution with a m and b m as the location and scaling parameter respectively.
Neither how to estimate these parameters nor the effect of m, the number of eigenvectors, on the performance of the statistics is discussed in Miller et al. (2015) . For count networks, we studied also two techniques to estimate the Gumbel distribution parameters, the Method of Moments (MOM) as shown in equation (8) with 1000 networks as historical data, and the Extreme Value Theorem as shown in Equation (7). As seen in the binary case, we studied the effect of m on the performance of the L 1 norm statistic when there is no anomaly by analyzing two scenarios: m < n and m = n. We expect better performance under the m = n scenario since the statistic will contain more information about the network.
Estimating a m and b m using historical data As outlined in Section 4, to calculate L, first, we estimate µ k and σ k for k = 1, . . . m. We generated 1000 random networks to obtain such estimates. Then, the L 1 norm statistics were calculated for both cases, m < n and m = n. For the m < n case, the results from the simulations are shown in Figure 12 and Table 16 . For the ER model, the empirical quantiles from the simulation are lower than the theoretical Gumbel quantiles. For the Chung-Lu model, the empirical quantiles have a high variance, and are different from the theoretical Gumbel quantiles in most cases. Figure 13 and Table 17 show the results when using MOM estimators and m = n. As expected, for the m = n case, this algorithm performs better. The empirical L 1 norm quantiles from the simulations are closer to the theoretical Gumbel quantiles than those of the m < n case. However, the empirical quantiles are frequently higher than the theoretical ones.
Estimating a m and b m using the Extreme Value Theorem
We also used Extreme Value Theorem to estimate the parameters for the Gumbel distribution, and considered two cases: m < n and m = n, as before. For the m < n case, some simulation cases are shown in Figure 14 and Table 18 . These results of our simulation confirm that the L 1 norm algorithm performs better in count networks when using the Extreme Value Theorem. Although the empirical quantiles are not that close to the theoretical Gumbel quantiles, they are less variable than the detection statistic results when using MOM estimation. We observe that the quantiles are independent of the network order and graph connectivity.
Finally, Figure 15 and Table 19 present the result when m = n, showing that the L 1 norm empirical quantiles are closer to the Gumbel theoretical quantiles than to those from the other cases analyzed. We observe that the performance of the L 1 norm when using Extreme Value Theorem and m = n does not depend on the order of the network or the graph connectivity.
In general for count networks, we observe that when using Extreme Value Theorem to estimate the parameters for the Gumbel distribution the L 1 norm statistics is closer to Gumbel distribution under both graph models. This conclusion in important since the algorithms evaluated in this papers are intended for static networks for which no historical network data are available. 6.5 Evaluating the performance of the chi-square and L 1 norm algorithms in count networks
As described in Section 4, we used false alarm rates and detection rates to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. Different scenarios were considered based on the network order n = 128, 256, 512, and 1024, and background connectivity of λ 0 = 0.2, 1, and 3 for the ER model and η = 0.133, 0.333, and 1 for the Chung-Lu model. We ran 500 simulations for each combination of network order and connectivity, 250 of which had an anomaly and 250 did not have an anomaly. In count networks, an anomaly is presented as a small network with a greater propensity to connect. For each combination, we randomly embedded anomalous subgraphs of 2%, 5%, 7% and 10% of the network order. To generate the anomaly we used λ 1 = λ 0 + δ for the ER We considered different values of K. For the chi-square algorithm, the quantile of the chisquare distribution with df = 1 at α = 0.05, 0.02, and 0.01 were studied as thresholds. For the L 1 norm algorithm, we used the quantiles of the Gumbel distribution at α = 0.05, 0.02, and 0.01. Here we present the results when α = 0.05 since the results from the other cases showed similar patterns. Table 20 shows the false alarm rate results for the different scenarios. The chi-square algorithm, in all scenarios explored, gave a higher false alarm rate than the desired 0.05, especially for the Chung-Lu model, while the L 1 norm algorithm performs much better. Figures 16 and 17 show the detection rates for different graph connectivity values under the ER and Chung-Lu models respectively. We observe that the L 1 norm algorithm performs similarly in both cases, m = n and m < n . None of the detection algorithms perform well when the proportion of anomalous nodes is small (2%).
For the ER model, the three algorithms perform better as the number of anomalous nodes increases. For the the Chung-Lu model, the L 1 norm algorithm resulted in a non-monotone behavior with respect to the percentage of anomalous nodes present in count networks. For most of the scenarios analyzed and shown in the supplementary material, the detection rate of the L 1 algorithm increases as the number of anomalous nodes increases up to some point, then decreases to then improve again.
This non-monotone behavior of the L 1 norm was also observed in Miller et al. (2015) . When embedding a number of anomalous nodes in the background network, the eigenvalues in the residual matrix form two clusters due to a model mismatch. In Miller et al. (2015) , the authors reported a similar phenomenon of eigenvalue clustering that leads to this non-monotonic behavior of detection rates. This leads to this non-monotone behavior in the performance of the L 1 algorithm. This phenomenon was also observed in some binary networks that are shown in the supplementary material.
In general, we observe that the use of the chi-square method does not work well in count networks. Our results suggest that the L 1 norm algorithm using Extreme Value Theorem when m < n is a better choice for detecting anomalies in count networks although it presents some problems as mentioned above. Table 20 : Comparison of false alarm rates for the three cases, χ 2 algorithm, L 1 norm using Extreme Value Theorem and m < n, and L 1 norm using Extreme Value Theorem and m = n. 95 th percentile was used for signaling threshold. In our paper, we evaluated two spectral algorithms proposed in Miller et al. (2015) for anomaly detection in binary, static networks. It is implicitly assumed in Miller et al. (2015) that the chi-square detection statistic follows the χ 2 distribution, while the L 1 norm detection statistic follows the Gumbel distribution. We show that this is not the case by comparing the quantiles obtained from multiple simulation studies where we compared the detection statistic values to their respective theoretical distributions. Specifically, we show that the Figure 17: Detection rates for count networks with n = 256. Percentage of anomalous subgraph nodes varies (2%, 5%, 7%, and 10% of n = 256). (Chung-Lu Model) distributions of these values are affected by the connectivity of the network, the network order, and the network model.
These inconsistencies, such as the different behaviors when applied to different network orders, network models, and connectivities, means the algorithms are impractical to a prac-titioner. For example, it is difficult to establish a signaling detection threshold due to these inconsistencies. We also show that because the L 1 norm algorithm requires historical data for implementation, it is unsuitable for a practitioner to use for static networks.
Many of these concerns are addressed in our paper. We introduced improvements to the chi-square algorithm that improved its performance in sparse networks. The resulting detection and false alarm rates after our improvements show that our recommendations are advantageous over the current algorithm. We also proposed a way of standardizing the L 1 norm statistic that requires only the currently observed network. We compared the effects of our improvements to the theoretical distributions and show that they perform sufficiently well.
Finally, we extended these algorithms to count networks, an area of importance to practitioners, but something not investigated in Miller et al. (2015) . The algorithms along with our improvements perform sufficiently well when applied to count networks and the same conclusions were obtained. Future research involves further extending these algorithms to dynamic networks. Statistical evaluation of anomaly detection methods is an important research area where little work has been done, and we encourage more work in this important direction.
